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YELLOW LIGHT: ESG INVESTING, A CAUTION TO FAST FASHION BRANDS

It is no secret that risk management is integral to investment decision-making. Since 2005, environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) factors have been recognized by the investor community as important determinants of a company’s financial performance. ESG encompasses a broad list of factors related to a company’s business practices. Environmental factors examine the environmental effects of a company, including carbon emissions from production, water use, and waste. Social factors assess the treatment of employees and suppliers and corporate community engagement, and governance concerns all things company management, from board diversity and structure to executive pay. Over the years, ESG has grown to capture the attention of companies across varied sectors, consumers, state legislatures, and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Given the increased focus on ESG and sustainability, apparel and internet retail companies engaging in fast fashion (“fast fashion brands”) will be forced to consider and change their impact on the environment—or risk going out of style.

The fashion industry consists of “textile and apparel brands, wholesalers, importers, and retailers.” Globally, the industry is “valued at nearly three trillion dollars,” and “one in six people [work] a job directly or indirectly related to fashion.” These figures alone denote the industry’s significant potential impact on social and environmental issues. Fast fashion refers to low-priced, trendy clothing inspired by high-end designers, runway styles, and celebrities, and it serves as a shorthand for both the kind of clothing produced and production processes. Under the traditional model of production, companies would release collection launches every few months to the tune of the four
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seasons. Today, fast fashion brands push out collections every few weeks. Shein, a leading industry giant, “can supposedly produce a dress within a week—from design to packaging.” Other popular fast fashion brands include Zara, Boohoo, and H&M Group (“H&M”). The rapidity of production by virtue of technology, globalization, and social media has transformed the industry and birthed new challenges for stakeholders.

Fashion is not as appealing under the lens of ESG, especially given the extreme costs to the environment and to society. The industry accounts for up to ten percent of annual global carbon emissions, “more than all international flights and maritime shipping combined,” and “[one] fifth of the three hundred million tons of plastic produced globally each year.” Other reports spotlight the industry’s significant water consumption and “impact on stressed agricultural lands.” According to a 2019 World Bank Report, the number of garments made annually has doubled since 2000 to about 100 billion garments.

Fast fashion is unmistakably associated with environmental harm and worker mistreatment. Many fast fashion companies have established production sites in developing countries to mitigate costs and legal risk, giving rise to increased issues of unlivable wages, violence against women workers, and unrealistic
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workload requirements. Factory and warehouse workers have reported working 12 hours a day and even 24-hour shifts. UK brand Boohoo faced heavy backlash in 2017 after audit reports and an investigation by the Guardian newspaper revealed that factory workers in one of its largest suppliers experienced poor working conditions. The reporting of such incidents has led to greater oversight in the supply chain and more regulations focusing on worker health and safety. Also concerning is the promotion of the throwaway consumer culture. Consumers expect to wear fast fashion items only a handful of times, in part because of the lesser quality production standards, which help to explain increased textile waste.

In response to the call for socially responsible practices, many fast fashion brands have strived to improve their sustainability efforts. For example, “Zara committed that fifty percent of items it sells in 2022 will be made with recycled materials and ecologically grown cotton.” H&M partnered with the Better Cotton Initiative and continues to launch Conscious Choice to promote the use of sustainable materials. Other sustainability efforts include recycling programs, clothing repair services, and digital traceability, which permits brands to ensure compliance in the supply chain. Despite good intentions, much of what is produced is either destroyed or ends up in a landfill. In fact, “less than 1% of used clothing is recycled into new garments.”

This introduces a new problem: greenwashing. Greenwashing can mislead consumers into buying items that work against their hopes for increased sustainability. Boohoo and H&M have faced major public scrutiny over claims
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of greenwashing,\textsuperscript{31} and H&M was sued this year in federal court for allegedly engaging in greenwashing when selling a product from the Conscious Choice collection.\textsuperscript{32} In June, Quartz publication explained that H&M’s environmental scorecards, formally known as Higg Index Sustainability Profiles, minimized (and at times misrepresented) the environmental impact of reviewed clothing.\textsuperscript{33} These findings highlight the downsides of sustainable marketing and further demonstrate that the industry’s harmful effects outpace its corrective measures.

ESG priorities proposed for the fashion industry work to address the issues of resource depletion and waste, poor employee treatment, and suspicious corporate activity.\textsuperscript{34} Vogue Business, in its Winter 2021 update, identified several areas of change such as greater emphasis on raw materials, renewable energy in the supply chain, and effective company-supplier relationships.\textsuperscript{35} Specific ESG initiatives include reducing “greenhouse gas emissions within textile fiber and material production,” “eliminating manufacturing restricted substances list chemicals,” and “pursuing materials that are closed-loop recycled, deforestation free.”\textsuperscript{36} The biggest change, however, that fast fashion brands can make is to commit to less production.

Fast fashion companies have been slow to implement ESG for three reasons. First, it will require extraordinary efforts on the part of companies such as greater transparency of company action, dedicated funding sources for ESG priorities, and the elimination of well-established, but damaging business practices. Second, with no “overarching laws that regulate ESG,” companies can operate in the shadows of the “existing patchwork of federal and state regulation.”\textsuperscript{37} Said another way, fast fashion companies must be self-motivated, to some extent, to address and implement sustainability-focused initiatives. Government actors are
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addressing investor-led demands for ESG compliance and reporting. The SEC created a task force to help “proactively identify ESG-related misconduct,” and proposed a rule mandating disclosure by public companies of climate change effects. Finally, and most importantly, fast fashion brands inherently rely on unsustainable practices to turn a profit. Consumer demand for cheap, fast products and goals of expansion prompt companies to continue linking profitability with volume production.

Luckily, ESG has staying power. Global ESG assets are expected to reach over 50 trillion dollars by 2025—a significant jump from the near 20 trillion in 2016. ESG investors evaluate a company’s risk according to its ESG risk rating. Poor ESG performance is off-putting to investors because it signals future reputational risk, legal risk, and consumer and employee loss. Socially conscious investors have avoided or divested from fast fashion brands given their relatively higher ESG risk ratings and impact on the environment and workers. For example, in 2020, fund manager Ketan Patel discussed ESG’s impact on Boohoo Group PLC and “amid heightened investor concern [of worker exploitation], stock fell as much as 24 percent.” In this view, investors can enforce or reinforce good business practices by depriving bad actors of funding. Some ESG investors continue to invest in moderate to high-risk companies, but with the intention of making internal improvements, which has proven a difficult task.
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Moreover, Shein recently reported a $100 billion dollar valuation\(^47\) and is projected to “do an initial public offering (IPO) as soon as 2024.”\(^48\) According to a 2022 Bloomberg report, ESG concerns could frustrate Shein’s IPO efforts.\(^49\) Shein is not reflective of investor-led demand for ESG because its largest investors – Sequoia Capital China, IDG Capital, and Tiger Global Management – are not “dissuaded” by these concerns.\(^50\) However, that could change with the tide of future investors. Shein has implemented ESG-related measures. In 2022, it established a climate fund and Shein Exchange, a resale platform, and released an ESG report.\(^51\) This signals the growing influence of ESG on the fast fashion industry.

In sum, fast fashion brands must approach their business practices with a firm understanding of their environmental and social impact. Even more, they must be willing to take risks to remedy ill effects and prevent new or further harm. ESG investing and related measures may help to curtail unsound business practices, but it will take seriously, coordinated efforts among investors, companies, consumers, and governmental players to improve the fast fashion industry.
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